Finish selection varies from fixture to fixture, consult shaperlighting.com and individual fixture spec sheets for finish options.
Shaper LED Solutions-Wall Sconces

About
Shaper Lighting has always offered sustainable finishes such as NA (Natural Aluminum) and OCP (Oxidized Copper). To complement the sustainable programs, we are introducing our first LED lighting solutions as part of our wall sconce offering to fulfill your architectural requirements. These LED fixtures can be finished with a variety of options to add a style element to any space.

Dimmable
Setting the mood with light is important to the design of any space. With Shaper’s LED Solutions, dimming is offered as a standard feature in our LED systems. For additional dimming options consult factory. Lumen output varies from 1300-5000 lumens.
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For more spacious areas, the 600 and 605 can illuminate more area, with length between 24 and 36 inches. The 674 and 673 are just as capable with more decorative elements such as horizontal trim bars and vertical fin details.

Color Temperature
Color temperatures available: 2700, 3000, 3500, 4000K

CRI-85+
Color consistency is within 3 McAdam ellipses.

REM/IEEM
For REM/IEEM specifications consult individual product specs.

Modification
Shaper’s skilled craftspeople with their depth of experience offer the designer the flexibility to modify LED luminaries for project specific solutions, utilizing standardized LED components.

LED Life
Our LED systems are rated for 50,000 hour life and are backed by a 5-year warranty. Electronic drivers are available for 120-277V applications; 0-10V dimming control is standard.

Labels
cULus approved for interior locations only IP20 rated. Consult factory for other international applications.

Installation
For installation instructions for these LED fixtures, please refer to shaperlighting.com

Walls that need a centerpiece can be enhanced with our artfully designed 635, 658, and 662 fixtures where the light glows through a curved luminous shield. For something more simple and geometric, Shaper’s 641 is a great option for indirect lighting in a quarter-sphere design and comes available in unique finish options.